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Our advice is based on extensive research and practical experience. However, in view of the large variety of materials and the conditions under which our products are applied, we assume no responsibility for the results 
obtained and/or any damage caused by the use of the product. Nevertheless, our Service Department is always at your disposal for any advice needed.

Liquid instant gLue with speciaL activator.
super Bond

6313798 - BOSTIK SUPER BOND ADESIvO + ATTIvATORE, 50g + 200ml, IT - D8106

Directions for use:
Spray activator on one of the parts (approx. 15 cm) and allow it to evaporate 
completely. Immediately apply a thin layer of BOSTIK SUPER BOND Adhesive 
to the other part and subsequently assemble both parts. Firmly press them 
together for 10 seconds. Clean the nozzle of the glue bottle well after use. 
Be careful! Activator may damage lacquer coat and plastics. First test on a 
concealed area. 
Stains/residue: Remove wet adhesive residue immediately by rubbing with 
a dry cloth. Dried adhesive residue is very difficult to remove. Acetone will 
dissolve the adhesive (but very slowly).
Points of attention: Caution: instant glue contains cyanoacrylate Dangerous: 
sticks skin and eyelids together within seconds. Keep out of reach of children. 
If contact with the skin has occurred, avoid forced attempts to remove the 
adhesive. In such cases, the skin will automatically reject the adhesive. 
Subsequently wash skin with water. If the adhesive has ended up in the eyes, 
then keep eyelids open, rinse immediately with water and consult a doctor. 
Separate bonded fingers by soaking them well in water and then rolling a pencil 
between them.

TEchNIcAl PROPERTIES
moisture resistance: Good
Filling capacity: Limited

TEchNIcAl SPEcIFIcATIONS
colour: Transparent
consistency: Liquid
viscosity: approx. 0 mPa.s.

STORAgE cONDITIONS
Limited shelf life after opening.  Store in a dry, cool and frost free place.

 

PRODUcT DEScRIPTION
Liquid instant glue with special activator. Firmly bonds demanding connections 
in 10 seconds.

FIElD OF APPlIcATION
Suitable for glueing and assembling almost all materials, such as wood, 
chipboard, MDF, rubber, metal, glass, ceramics and many plastics. For square 
and mitred connections, as found in ornamental and light frames, alcoves, 
skirting boards and finishing strips. Ideal for quick finishes of kitchens, floors, 
walls, furniture and ceilings. Not suitable for PE, PP, PTFE, silicones and car 
windows.

PROPERTIES
· Set of Adhesive + Activator
· Very fast
· Clean
· Universal
· Transparent

PREPARATION
Working conditions: Do not use below +10°C.
Preliminary surface treatment: Parts need to be clean, dry, free of grease 
and well-fitting. Degrease with a professional cleaner or acetone. Metals should 
be lightly sanded.

APPlIcATION
coverage: One drop suffices to bond approx. 2 cm² of surface. Only for spot 
bonding.


